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Change Log for MONITOR version 7.3.4 

 

General 

� JELA-8GAJEL - It took too long time to send attached files by e-mail from MONITOR. The Document Viewer 
is improved and will for instance handle printouts to e-mails more efficient. 

� JELA-8LJFL7 - The special character ~ (tilde) in paths and filenames caused problems with viewing of 
documents. 

� JLÖR-8LN8PE - If you tried to open the Order Info procedure from the Attendance List procedure, 
MONITOR could shut down with a program error. This error could also occur when the Order Info 
procedure was opened in the Material Clearance procedure if you had linked to that procedure from the 
Order List – Manufacturing or Priority Planning procedures. 

� AFOG-8LRFJY - Find-as-you-Type (FayT) could give you empty result if you entered text fast and directly 
used the arrow buttons to go to a certain row in the selection that haven’t yet been displayed on the screen 
and then pressed Enter. 

� ÖBRN-8LRK8V - During certain circumstances could services delivered by an Invoicing plan get incorrect 
VAT code. This error could occur if the services VAT cod differed from the VAT code on the 
Invoicing/Payment plan. 

� JLIN-8LUB46 - If you used the feature to create Part number by using Prefix and number series, you 
couldn’t leave the Prefix field empty. 

� SSTG-8LVAVU – News: We have developed a new component of the type Chart for the Start page; 
Reported quantity/work center. The component displays reported quantity per Work center/Department 
during a selected Period of time. 

� SSTG-8LVC85 – News: We have developed a new component of the type Chart for the Start page; 
Reported time/work center. The component displays planned time for reported quantity and reported time 
per Work center/ during a selected Period of time. 

� BKNN-8LXA9J - MONITOR could shut down with a program error when the "Reminder that purchase order 
is to be approved" opened at the same time as you opened an ordinary list procedure. 

� ÖBRN-8M6K7Z – News: Now it’s possible to display a Gauge of the Order Inflow compared to last year on 
the Start page. The name of the new component is Order inflow index. 

� FOHN-8MHGTJ - The function to paste several text rows from another program (so called text sections) to 
for instance row type 4 rows in registration procedures will work in the same way in different procedures. 
It’s possible to use the functions under the menu Edit for Paste and Paste text section or Ctrl + V and Ctrl 
+ Shift + V on the keyboard. 

� BKNN-8MLGED - Selection on Part type was incorrect in the Start page component Contribution ratio. 

� ÖBRN-8MTCUX – News: It’s possible to choose if the charts in the components for Order Inflow and 
Invoicing Log on the Start page also shall display previous year. 

� AFOG-8MTG66 - If you changed company in MONITOR and then used Manual MEDI, following warning 
message was displayed: "Warning! You are trying to run MEDI for a company that is not an actual 
company. This can cause important actual company files to be deleted or corrupted! Check that the EDI 
Links for this company are correct. Are you sure you want to continue?" 

� AFOG-8MTJ83 - Performance improvements for data retrieval and display of Start page have been 
implemented. 

� SSTG-8MXJ8L - If you tried to open the Order Info procedure when the window Selection was active, 
MONITOR would shut down with a program error. 

� FOHN-8N6JFS - Name will be displayed on the unique Swedish shipping documents in the Print Shipping 
Documents procedure. 
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� AFOG-8N7JWA - MONITOR’s program window wasn’t updated when e-mails was created from MONITOR 
and opened in Outlook until the e-mail was sent. 

� MZEL-8N9DDF - The components for reading and displaying PDF files in the Document Viewer are updated. 

� SOLN-8NEKAS - An incorrect message in the MONITOR License Renewer told that the update was made on 
all other companies than the one you have as default Company that should open during startup. 

Manufacturing 

� BSAN-83VAL6 - If the Setting "Log preparation changes" was activated, an error message was displayed 
when you made a change in the Preparation if the Part had a drawing number that consisted of 16 
characters or more and nothing was saved in the change log. 

� JLIN-8GPFDR - With the Setting "Use balances for incorporated M-parts in structure orders?" disabled, a 
program error occurred if you reported an incorporated M-part in the Material Reporting procedure. 

� BSAN-8H6CMH - An error message was displayed if you created a new part by Save as… in the Update 
Part procedure and without closing it opened the Preparation procedure, to use Save as… in that 
procedure to add operations and/or material list to the new part. The error message said that the "Record 
is locked" and you had to shut down both procedures in order to continue with the update. 

� JLIN-8KLJ6A - Default values didn’t work in the section Man-hours and capacity/dept. in the Search form in 
the Loading Selection procedure. 

� SSTG-8LED9Q - In the Replace Part procedure, the filter to exclude parts that you didn’t want to make a 
part replacement on didn’t work. 

� CSIG-8LMAML - The Actual throughput time displayed in the Post-Calculation Selection procedure, 
classified on Order number could become incorrect if the first operation was reported several times on 
different dates in the Recording Terminal procedure. The start date that was used in the calculation was 
from the last reporting on the first operation. 

� SSTG-8M7JY3 - In the list type Summary in the Work Center List, Prevoius cost for Cost factor 1 was 
displayed on the same place as the Current cost, which made the list illegible. 

� JLIN-8MDB5V - If you in the Manufacturing Order Documents procedure had selected a certain printer 
for a specific type of document, the document was still printed on the standard printer for M-order 
documents selected in the Users procedure. 

� JLIN-8N6LUA - It wasn’t possible to use Save as… on a newly created preparation. 

Purchase 

� JLIN-72CBE6 - We have made major changes in the form Delivery schedule (Purchase) that will solve the 
problems with empty pages between different parts and Forecast rows that were removed if they didn’t 
have enough space on one page. These changes affect the Print Delivery Schedules procedure. 

� BSAN-8GQBXM - When you printed several delivery schedules in a row in the Print Delivery Schedules 
procedure, sorted on Part, parts from previous printouts could be included in the next printout sequence if 
you didn’t re-start the procedure. This error only occurred if you used the Crystal Reports form. 

� ÖBRN-8GYDAV - The Setting "Create export file during supplier invoice import?" is no longer required and 
is removed. 

� ÖBRN-8L7D9Y - The Confirmation LB/FB procedure was missing control against closed/locked accounting 
periods. 

� JLIN-8LRFVV - If you had purchase orders registered in different Warehouses to the same supplier and 
supplier linked parts, the form Delivery schedule displayed orders from all Warehouses if you had selected 
Sort by part. This error only occurred in systems with the supplement Warehouse management. 

� JLIN-8LYCAY - If two Purchase order rows had the same Part number, Date and Quantity, only one of them 
was displayed in the Print EDI Delivery Schedules procedure. 
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� BKNN-8M4JB4 - If you entered an order number on a Not arrived order in the Register Supplier Invoice 
procedure, saved and then changed order number, double rows were displayed in the Print Not Final 
Coded / Blocked Invoices procedure. 

� SSTG-8MAA5S - If several purchase orders on parts with fixed purchase order numbers were generated 
from suggestions at the same time, previous parts drawing number could be displayed on the next parts 
purchase order. 

� KFTM-8MAB5S - MONITOR would shut down with a program error if you pressed F11 (Manufacturing 
Order Info) in the Scan Supplier Invoice procedure. Scan Supplier Invoice is a part of the 
supplement Electronic Invoice Management (EIM). 

� FPEN-8MAHU2 - In the Price Development procedure, list type Purchase is the Price dates for calculation 
of Actual purchase amount changed so the Actual volume and Actual purchase amount will be based on the 
same conditions. Previously could the Actual volume be changed when the calculation was done on 
different dates, but the value could be the same if you had made receiving inspection. 

� SSÖG-8MBFQ3 - The Import EDI Order Responses procedure didn’t take the Supplier's delivery time 
into account when the delivery date on an order row was calculated. 

� OBYN-8MXKCN - When you confirmed LB/LBI files in Norway, credit invoices became incorrectly coded in 
the ledger. 

� SSÖG-8MYFG7 - MONITOR was shut down with a program error if you manually tried to delete an existing 
EDI Advice in the window "Dispatch advice from supplier" in the Register Purchase Order procedure. 

� FOHN-8N89FM - New options for identifying shipping agents by using Unifaun are added in the Update 
Shipping Agent procedure. 

� FOHN-8NGDL7 - Import of XML dispatch advice in the Register Purchase Order procedure by using 
MONITOR-to-MONITOR with the same delivery note number on different purchase orders was impossible. A 
message was displayed that this delivery note number for this order was already advised. 

� JLIN-8NGGXT - The form Delivery schedule (Purchase) could display date in different ways depending on 
settings. After this correction the date format registered in the Setting "Date format for periods" will be 
valid if you haven’t registered another date format on the supplier. This correction also implies that rows 
with question marks no longer will be displayed in the section "The last 3 deliveries", only actual deliveries 
will be displayed and if there is none, the section will be empty. These corrections don’t affect the Crystal 
Reports form. 

Sales 

� FOHN-6YCKBG - News: The export of the format 180 (and 900) to DHL FRADOK will now be done 
according to version 4.1. 

� KJAN-825HXL - If Your reference on a customer had a Comment consisting of 30 characters or more, 
MONITOR would shut down with a program error if you tried to change receiving e-mail address in a Quote, 
Customer order or a Customer nonconformity. 

� CSIG-8F8C5Z - When you had selected Staggered prices in the Price List – Sales procedure, prices on 
Services could also be displayed on the Parts. 

� AFOG-8LQJ4S - The calculation in Show shipping info didn’t deduct weight if the number of packages were 
0 or none (empty) in the Register Customer Order or Print Shipping Documents procedures. 

� LREM-8LXFEE - Backordered rows on partial delivered orders were incorrect displayed on the Crystal 
Reports version of the Delivery notes delivered forms. 

� CSIG-8M4CMS - If you deleted a Customer order and then opened the Customer Order Info procedure 
and had the deleted orders order number as the "last order number", MONITOR would shut down with a 
program error. 

� ÖBRN-8M4HS5 - The Customer Order Info procedure could display incorrect amount if you had changed 
the Exchange rate between the order registration and invoicing. 

� BSAN-8M6BF5 - If you had made a delivery reporting in Alternate unit and then in the Register Invoices 
Directly procedure switched back to Standard unit on the row, the delivered quantity was recalculated 
from ordered quantity instead of from actual delivered quantity. 
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� BSAN-8MBGRK - The Print Pick Lists (Sales) procedure could cause disorder in the text rows (Additional 
name) if the part row had several locations and the order was registered in another language than the 
system language. 

� ÖBRN-8MCHZ4 - When you coded order rows in the Sales module, the coding didn’t become correct if the 
Product group had an empty Sales account, but accounts for Cost and Inventory registered. 

� KFTM-8MHA5V - In the Print Invoices procedure wasn’t the factoring company’s bank details displayed, 
even if the customer had "factoring" set in the Customer register. This only occurred in systems without 
the adaptation for factoring. Now, when a new Customer is registered in the Register Customer 
procedure, factoring will by default be set to No in systems without adaptation 96. 

� FOHN-8MLK87 - The alternative "Change status to Historical/Invoiced" didn’t work the first time when you 
had made a selection in the Shipment List procedure. 

� KJAN-8MQBWX - Qty/pkge wasn’t displayed on the Pick list EDI in the Print Pick Lists procedure if 
package was missing on the part. 

� JEDS-8MRHX8 - The Forecast / EDI Import procedure over wrote existing forecasts with the same 
forecast code, even if you had answered No on the question "Purge all forecasts per cust. code before 
saving?". 

� AFOG-8MSB7M - The combination of a loaded order with greatest number of Term combinations registered 
in the Global Settings module and a non transferred format to the Zebra printer caused problems in the 
Print Shipping Documents procedure. 

� AFOG-8MTD49 - News: Now MONITOR support the use of Unifaun to several shipping agents. 

� FOHN-8MYGE5 - When you sent EDI advises to Apport from the Print Shipping Documents procedure, 
there was a limit of 526 packages per shipment. This limitation is considerably extended. 

� FOHN-8MZHPX - Information about services with code for shipping agent is added in the Update Supplier 
procedure in order to manage shipments by Unifaun. 

� FOHN-8MZHS2 - News: Customized links for Goods searching on Internet are sent in the e-mails to the 
receiver of the dispatch advice, so now can the receiver follow the goods. These links will also be displayed 
for the shipper in the Shipment List and Customer Order Info procedures. 

� JLIN-8N3HVH - Incorrect withdrawals from the stock balance could be made when you delivery reported 
orders with status 9 in the Delivery Reporting procedure. 

� FOHN-8N7MFH - An error message was displayed if the Customers part number were 35 characters or 
longer when you sent Order confirmations by e-mail. This e-mail was also missing the attached XML file. 
Now, the Customers part number will be cut off to maximum 35 characters in the XML file and the XML file 
will be attached to the e-mail. 

� FOHN-8N8AYZ - EDI dispatch advices with XML-format sent from the Print Shipping Documents 
procedure couldn’t manage row type 4 on Package rows. 

� FOHN-8NHK77 - News: Now it’s possible to export and print other shipping agents services and additional 
services if you had selected Address label in combination with Unifaun in the Print Shipping Documents 
procedure. 

� FOHN-8NLGBD - News: Now it’s possible to enter own Options and Codes on the Address label that is used 
in combination with Unifaun in the Print Shipping Documents procedure. 

� FOHN-8NMCEX - EDI invoices of the type Global Invoice shall export the Advice date from the last advising. 
If you have made the advising from the Pick List Delivery Reporting or Dispatch Advice procedures, 
this date will be used. If you advise from the Pick list EDI, the date in the field Delivery date will be used. 

Inventory 

� CSIG-8LVA6E - In the Historical Inventory Movements procedure, classified on Part with the list type 
Only total, the quantities (the value) were displayed in Standard unit even if you had chosen Alternate unit. 
The unit name was however displayed in Alternate unit if the Part had one registered. 
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� JLIN-8MRFXF - The Save function wasn’t activated in the Activity Reporting procedure if you only wanted 
to make a Comment to the activity. 

� BSAN-8MRHRR - It wasn’t possible to make printouts of Transport labels from the Transport label tab in the 
Delivery Reporting- and Arrival Reporting - Stock Orders procedures. This correction only affects 
systems with the supplement Warehouse Management. 

� BSAN-8N3DHZ - If a user had started stock balance affecting transactions, such as delivery reporting of 
order rows on a customer order, and before the user had saved the transaction, another user had made 
and saved other stock balance affecting transactions on the same parts, an incorrect Stock balance could 
occur in the Inventory Movements log. This error caused an incorrect inventory valuation on the historical 
balance on these parts. 

� FOHN-8N6DKX - The EDI format 402 (Claim report XML Export) and 403 (Import Claim report XML) are 
changed from ISO-8859-1 to encoding UTF-8. 

� JLIN-8NUE64 - The change made in the Refill List – VMI procedure in version 7.2.12 is removed and the 
procedure will work as it did in version 7.2.11. 

Workshop Info 

� BSAN-8L3H62 - When you made Material clearance or printed Structure orders from the Priority Planning 
procedure, only one occurrence of the part was cleared and printed if the same Part number existed 
several times as an incorporated material in the same Manufacturing order. 

� MWIK-8LRKM6 - If the Setting "Use multiple locations?" wasn’t activated, you couldn’t change location 
name when you made a Transfer to stock reporting during Finish work in the Recording Terminal 
procedure. 

� JLIN-8MRAVQ - If you in the Authorize / Adjust Recording procedure added a night schedule on a day 
when the employee usually work day, it was no longer possible to do any further adjustments on work 
records. 

� JLIN-8MRB24 - When you adjusted work records in the Authorize / Adjust Recording procedure, the 
calculated time could be 0 if you displayed more than one days work recordings at the same time. 

� JLIN-8N6BZC - It wasn’t possible to use Terminal Settings to set only work recordings allowed on a 
Recording Terminal. 

� JLIN-8NFBVY - If you changed Work center on an operation in the Priority Planning procedure, it was no 
longer possible to make any recordings on that operation. 

� JLÖR-8NFKCT - If you in the Authorize / Adjust Recording procedure selected a Department without 
employees, MONITOR would shut down with a program error if you clicked on another field in the 
procedure. 

� JLIN-8NHJ5J - If you executed the IN or OUT recordings with the keyboard in Recording Terminal 
procedure, instead of using the mouse, the cursor wasn’t positioned in the field Employee Number after the 
recording. 

Accounting 

� ÖBRN-8KVJ5R - When you made printouts of the Lead time chart in the Register Project procedure, the 
Project number and Name weren’t displayed. 

� ÖBRN-8M5H4V - Incorrect values for Planned material cost could be displayed in the Project accounting if 
you had the Setting "Manage purchase/manufacturing on project for parts?" activated. The error occurred 
when the material cost was loaded from Customer order and resulted in incorrect values under the heading 
Planned/ordered in the Register Project and Project Summary procedures. 

� ÖBRN-8MSHVT - This error only occurred in systems with the adaptation 275 (for Norway). If you added 
rows in the Register Vouchers procedures, a Balance error occurred in the General ledger. 
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General Settings 

� SOLN-8LMJTD - News: Customized components for the Start page can be imported by using the 
alternative "Import component" on the File menu in the Configuration Start page procedure. 

� MZEL-8M6D2H - General exceptions registered in the Document Viewer Exception procedure was 
incorrectly overriding individual exceptions. This error only occurred in systems with the supplement 
Document Viewer. 

� AFOG-8N7DNM - News: An own Number series for Unifaun is introduced; it starts with UREF followed by 
the actual number series. 

Electronic Invoice Management 

� LREM-8L3F8J - If you pressed the right mouse button on a pdf-invoice and selected Document properties, 
an error message could be displayed and MONITOR shut down. This error only occurred in systems with 
the supplement Electronic Invoice Management (EIM). 

� BKNN-8MBH2R - Inactive users were displayed in the window where you select which user to Forward 
invoices to in the supplement MONITOR Authorize. 

� BKNN-8MRF3Z - In the supplement MONITOR Authorize, various error messages was displayed when the 
program has been running a while when minimized. 

Product Configurator 

� CSIG-8N9BRQ - It wasn’t possible to make a Pre-Calculation on a configured part with another 
configuration than a standard configuration. 

� CSIG-8N9HMG - MONITOR would shut down with a program error when you registered orders, if a 
selection in a configuration was included in a selection in another selection group and you selected another 
Selection alternative than the included. 

� CSIG-8N9K2B - It wasn’t possible to use the same name on Selection groups that were included in the 
same Configuration group. 

� CSIG-8NEEM2 - The Run Netting procedure was shut down with a program error when there was a 
Customer order with an Invalid configuration. This error only occurred in systems with the supplement 
Product Configurator. 

� CSIG-8NEG94 - The Name on a Configured part wasn’t always translated even if a translation existed. 

� CSIG-8NGHLC - MONITOR would shut down with a program error when you pressed the F (File) button in 
the Update Selection Group procedure. 

� CSIG-8NND56 - There was no indication (#- character) on the button Translation in the Update Part 
procedure, even if there was a translation. This error only occurred in systems with the supplement Product 
Configurator. 

� JLÖR-8NPBCE - If you in the Register Invoices Directly procedure created a Credit invoice from a Debit 
invoice which contained a configured part, MONITOR shut down with a program error. 

� CSIG-8NWC5N - It was possible to type lowercase letters in the Part number field in the Configuration 
window, which meant that the system could not find the Part. 

� CSIG-8NWDWU - MONITOR shut down with a program error when you changed Part in a selection group 
"Not mandatory sel. (one)" of the type Optional in the Configuration window. This error only occurred in 
systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 


